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The Karlsruhe code MODINA (KfK 3063, published November 1980)
has been extended in particular with respect to new approxima-
tions in the folding models and to the calculation of errors
in the Fourier-Bessel potentials. The corresponding subroutines
replacing previous ones are compiled in this first supplement.
The listings of the fit-routine-package FITEX missing in the
first publication of MODINA are also included now.
Der Karlsruher Code MODINA zur modellunabhängigen Analyse der ela-
stischen Streuung spinloser Teilchen mit dem optischen Modell
1. Supplement
Der Karlsruher Code MODINA (erstmals pUbliziert im November 1980,
KfK 3063) wurde im Hinblick auf neue Näherungen in den Faltungs-
modellen und hinsichtlich der Fehlerrechnungen in den Fourier-
Bessel-Potentialen erweitert. Die entsprechenden Subroutinen sind
in diesem ersten Supplement zusammengestellt.
Die Listen des Fit-Routine-Paketes FITEX, die in der ersten Publi-
kation von MODINA fehlten, sind ebenfalls aUfgeführt.
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1. Introduction
In the present first supplement to the program description of
the code MODINA [1] new options and models are introduced and
the corresponding FORTRAN-listings are compiled. Since there is
no general change in the structure of the input and in the
output of the code only the few changes in the handling of the
program are explained in the following. Hence, the present re-
port has to be used in close connection with KfK 3063 to the
pages .of which is directly referred.
2. to 4. as in the first edition
5. Input Description
5.1.2.1 Options
JCARD 2 [ (FORMAT 815)
further cornrnents on page
FOLDED COULOMB POTENTIAL 1 22 1
st edition
REAL POTENTIAL 4 19 " "
TARGET DENSITY (FOLDING) 0 26 " "
lMAGINARY POTENTIAL 1 19 " "
CONSERVE VOLUME-INTEGRAL 0 21 " "
RELATIVISTIC KINEMATICS 0
NORMALIZATION VEFF (FOLDING) 0 3 1
st suppl.
CONSTRAINTS 0 3+5 " "
5.4. Folding Models
Systematic studies [2] of different forms of a ~ocal Qensity
~pproximation (LDA) in density dependent aN-interactions showed
that the previously used form (eq. 5.4.2) is not the best choice.
Therefore, eq. 5.4.2 should be replaced by the following ex-
-2-
pression
rev. (5. 4 . 2) + 1+ +VpN(r) = -A • f( r-r'l) •
2/3 + 2/3 +
{[ 1-my p (r ' )] • [ 1- ( 1-m)y p (r) ]}m m
where the term in the curly brackets considers the new form
("mixed") of the LDA [2].
5.4. 1 Effective interaction
The analytic integration of eq. 5.4.1 is no longer used. For any
formfactor fex) (which may be defined by the user in SUBROUTINE
FXV) a numerical integration is furtheron used. Therefore, the
folding model blocks POGA, POGAFB, POAR, and POARFB may be re-
placed by theblocks POGYNA and POGYNAFB, where the latter is
valid for the Fourier-Bessel option (FB) in the densities (see
below) .
The form factor fex) (eq. 5.4.3) of the effective interaction
coded now in POGYNA and POGYNAFB is a Gaussian plus Yukawa
interaction [3].
rev. (5.4.3)
The corresponding subroutines are contained in the module
POGYNA which has to be included in front of MODINA. The options














The number of parameters for POGYNA is NP = 28
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The parameters of the interaction are
P (4) = A = 1.
P(5) = aG = 2.009 fm
P (6) = Y = 1.645 fm'
P ( 14 ) = VG = 20.6 MeV
P ( 15) = m = 0.2
P ( 18) = Rv = 8.0 fm Cut-off radius of fex)
P ( 19) = Vy = 111. MeV
P(20) = a y = 0.85 fm
P (21 ) = R = 10 fm Cut-off radius of densities
p
The given values are suitable for elastic a-particle scattering
from medium weight nuclei at E = 104 MeV [2,3].a
When using the folding model POGYNA the parameters of the form-
factor in most cases may not be varied during the fit. Hence,
fIx) is usually computed only once at the beginning of the job,
in order to save computing time. If one, however, wishes to vary
parameters of fex) this may be switched on by setting option
(CARD 2, see above)
NORMALIZATION VEFF (FOLDING) = 1
(otherwise 0)
There may be also some reasons [2] to couple the parameters y and
m (eq. 5.4.2) during the fit according to the equation
rev. (5.4.2c) y = a + a • m1 2
This can be achieved by setting option (CARD 2, see above)
CONSTRAINTS = 1








In the folding models the density distributions p or p may alsom n
be parametrized in a less model dependent way by use of a Fourier-
Bessel-series added to one of the functional formsF-3, G-3
(5.4.8)
N'
Pm,n (r) = (F-3;G-3) + I: ß j (~)
v= 1 v 0 RCTF
This model independent description (including also the FB option
for the imaginary potential, (see sect. 5.3.1.2) is coded in the
L~AD-module POGYNAFB which is called with the options
INCLUDE_L~AD(POGYNAFB)
REAL POTENTIAL = 8
The total nurnber of parameters of these model is NP = 49. The
meaning of the parameters P(l) to P(12) is the same as for
POGYNA except of P(4) (see below). The FB-density cut-off radius
and coefficients are stored at the same places as the corres-
ponding real FB-potential values.
P(4) = VG
P (13 ) = RCTF
P ( 14 ) to P(28) = ß ,v = 1 , 15v
P(29) = R (Imaginary see sec t . 5 . 3 . 1 . 2cl
Potential) ,
P(30)to P (37) = ci J i = 1 ,8 see sect.5.3.1.2
P(38) = m see sect.5.4.1
P(39) = R " " 5.4 . 1v
P (40) = Vy " " 5.4 . 1
P (41 ) = a y " " 5.4. 1
P(42) = R " " 5.4 .7
P (43) = / /A1/3 " " 5.4.6 + 5.4.8m,n
P(44) = a " " 5.4.6 + 5.4.8m,n
P(45) = w " " 5.4.6 + 5.4.8
P(46)
m,n 1/ 3 " " 5.4.6 + 5.4.8= Cp/A
P (47) = a " " 5.4 .6 + 5.4.8P
P(48) = w " " 5.4.6 + 5.4.8P
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In the standard POGYNAFB module the functional form to which
the FB-series is added is a 3-parameter Fermi form (eqs. 5.4.6 and
5.4.8). When wishing to select a G-3 distribution in eq. 5.4.8
an additional L~AD-module named DEG3FB has to be included in front
of POGYNAFB.
Parameters of f(x) may not be varied in this form of the folding
model.
The option CONSTRAINT (see above) has another meaning in POGYNAFB
than in POGYNA. It may here be used to suppress negative reqions
in the densities which sometimes occur in FB-analyses [31 in the
following way:
if CONSTRAINT = 1 the factor
is multiplied to the value of X2 (eq. 3.2) during the fit, where
A is the mass number of the target nucleus. This means that the
value of X2 is doubled if a negative density of unit
1 occurs [31.
Input examples for two typical folding model cases are given in
table 4a and 4b.
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Table 4a











































































1500 6~ 74 2 100
;> 28 17P:9.4,lX I)
+ 15. 1. 34 4 O.
+1.625 .640 O.





7 8 9 22 23
2 420 11210PFlO.3,IP2EIO.311)
3.187 2.335E+05 ?627E+04 3.738
4.289 7.599E+04 8.889E+03 4.8~9
5.422 3.213E+04 3.677E+03 5.954
6.615 1.144E+04 1.466E+03 7.166
7. 7 17 2.59BF+03 5.592E+02 8.268
8.323 8.623E+02 9.646E+OI 8.599
8.874 6.054E+02 2.511E+Ol 9.425
9.976 1.169E+03 1.12IE+02 10.251
10.526 1.399E+03 3.521F+Ol 10.802
11.077 1.386E+O~ 2.008E+OI 11.627
11.903 1.223E+03 4.939F+01 12.178
12.45~ 9.3QIE+02 6.027E+Ol 12.7287.019F+02


































































































1.05722 .493642 O. 1.1134
2 1117IF9.4,lXI!
+10. .2 .005 .005
+.002 .002 .002 .002
I 10 122131
7 8 9 15 16 17 IR 19 20 21 22 23 24
2 420 (12(OPFIO.3,lP2EI0.3111
3.187 2.335E+05 2.627E+04 3.738
4.289 7.599E+04 8.889E+03 4.859




















C-----H,~!JPTPROGR~MM ZUR ANALYSE VON ELASTISCHER STREUU~G











6001 FOfH1AT (///, EIliD OF THE JOA : ',A8,2X,A8,' H.MIN.SEC')
WRITE (6,6002)





















6001 FORMAT 1//1/1//' NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT CAlCUlATlONS '.12/
1 ' CM-DATA ',12/
2 ' GRlD CALCUlATIONS '.121
3 ' PRINT INPUT '.121
4 ' PRlNT CPU-TIME '.12/











6 ' PRINT CROSS SECTIONS/RUTHERFORD
7 ' PRINT SCATTERING A~PLITUOES
8 ' PRINT POTENTIALS
q , PRINT POTENTIAL MOMENTS
WRITE 16,600Z1 IKEIII,I=11,191
600Z FOR"'<\ Tl
1 ' PRINT OENSITIES
Z ' PRINT OENSITY MOMENTS
3 ' PUNCH POTENTIALS OR OENSITIES '
4 ' PUNCH MOMENTS '
5 ' FOLDED COULOM8 POTENTIAL
6 ' RE<\L POTENTIAL
7 ' TARGET DENSITY IFOLOINGI
8 ' IMAGINARY POTENTIAL
9 ' CONSERVE VOLUME-INTEGRAL
WRITE 16,60051 IKE(II,I=ZO,2Z1
6005 FDRJ'IIn 1
1 ' RELATIVISTIC KINEMATICS
Z ' NORMALIZATION VEFFIFOLDINGI
3 ' CO"lSTRAINTS
WRITE 16,60041
6004 FORMAT (I' KEIZ3-Z81 : FREE'/)
WRTTE 16,60031 (KE(IJ,I=29,3Z)
6003 FORMAT 1 ' PLOTTER TYPE
1 ' PLOT CROSS SECTIDNS
2 ' PLOT CS/RUTHERFORD
3 ' PUNCH THEORETICAL CROSS/SECTI0NS













, , I ZI
',IZI
, , I Z 1
',IZI
',IZI













































































FORMAT 1/' CPU-TIME EXCEEOED AFTER ',13,' CALLS OF CALFUN'/I
DO "3 1=1."1
F4 I 1 ) =F ( 1I
w4141=W4141+FIII*FIII
IF IKOI221.ED.l) (ALL CONSTRlM.N,F,X,P,W41
\/(4)=1014141
WI 31 =W4 (3 I
IF IlwI31.N':.Np.AND.IWI31.NE.l.AND.IP.NE.1I GO TO 4
IF IKOI51.EQ.l) (ALL HORA
WRITEI6t601 IW!3),W(41,IWI4) ,<1131
\-IR ITE16.611 lXI Il,I=l.NI
NP=NP+IP






























































WP I TE ( 6 ,601 I W(3 I ,k I41 , I w141 ,W 13 I
WPITEI6,6111Xlll,I=1,NI
IFIIPP.LE.OI GO TO 9
WPITE'16,661
liRITEl6,61I IFIII,I=I,MI





wR I TE 16, 64)
L=4+N+N





60 FORMATl'O',I4,' ITERATIONS TOTAL CHISQUARE =',l D E12.5,'
1=',14,' 101131 =',IPE13.5/' VARIABLES'I
61 FOP'IAT!' ',lPIOE13.51
62 FORMATI'OSTANDARD ERRORS'I
63 FORMAT! 'OEPQOR ENHANCEMf;NTS' 1
64 FDRMAT['OERROR CORRELATION M~TRIX'I

















































































































































































































I SN 0036 GO TO 190dOO I,IZ
I~N 0037 g F=(PI*NI**2
ISN 0038 F=1.DO-6.DO/F
l SN 0039 F=-F*~0.OO/I(PI*NJ**21+1.DO
rSN 0040 F=-F*42.DO/IIPl*NI**21+1.DO
ISN 0041 GO TO 190,100l,lZ
ISN 0042 10 F= 1. 00
rSN 0043 90 I Z=2
ISN 0044 N=J1
ISN 0045 X"l P="l*P I
lSN 0046 FUN=F
rSN 0047 IF (N.EQ.OI RETURN
l SN 0049 GO TO (l,2,3,4,5,6,7.8,9I,l




CONSTR, DUMMY ROUTINE to be added if















BLOCK OF FIT-ROUTINES, to be added
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C -u Ilc V E R- S ION
C
C PROGRAMM BESCHREIBUNG Nil.. 320 VON G. W. SCHWEIMER
C LINEAR lEAST SQUARES PROBLEM 11B-A*XII="IINIXI
C SOlVED BV HOUSEHOlDER TRANSFORMATIONS
C REDUNDANT VARIABLES ARE OETECTED BV THE METHOn OF G.GOLUB, NUMERISCHE
C MATHEMATIK, Vol. 7, PAGE 206-216, (1965)
C INPUT VARIABLES:M: NUMßER OF ROWS OF A AND B
C N: NUMBER OF CDlUMNS OF A AND ROWS Of X
C A: M*N MATRIX IDESTROVEDI
C B: VECTOR OF "I COMPONENTS IDESTROVEDI
C OUTPUT VARIABLES: x: VECTOR oF VARIABLES, THE REDUNDANT VARIABLES ARE
C SET TO ZERO. THE IIXII=MIN IS NOT USED BECAUSE THE
C COMPCNENTS CF X ARE ASSUMED TO BE NOT COMMENSURABlE
C IP: PERMUTATION VECTOR OF N Co"lPONENTS, IT CONTIINS
C THE COlUMN LABlES OF MATRIX A OROERED ACCORDING
C THEIR IMPORTANCE IN REDUOING THE EUCllDEAN NORM
C A: THE UPPER PART CONTAINS THE TRANSFORMED INPUT A
C Al2,I1 CONTAINS THE SQUARE OF THE !'lJCLIDE.AN NORM
C 8: TRANSFORMED INPUT 8
C IER: ERROR CODE
C IER=O NO ERROR
C IER=-l All COMPONENTS OF X ARE ZERO AND MAV BE
C REDUNDANT
C IER=-2 NO ACTION BECAUSE "I < N Oll. N < 1
C IER>O THE FIRST IEP COMPONENTS OF IP CoNTAIN THE
C LABELS OF THE NONZERO COMPONENTS OF X, THE REMAIN-
C ING COMPONENTS OF X ARE ZERO AND MAV BE REDUNDANT
o NOTE: ALL ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS ARE PERFORMEO IN DOUBLE PRECISION,
C AN ITERATIVE IMPROVEMENT IS IMPOSSIBLE WITHOUT SAVING A AND 8.
C THE ROUND OFF ERROR OF 11B-A*X11**2 IS APPROXIMATlY GIVEN BY









































IFI~.lT.N.OR.N.lT.11 GO TO 19
00 1 J=I,N
1 VPUI=J

























IFIU.EQ.O.OOI GO Ta 11










































00 5 1=1, M









22 AlL 1, J I =C







IFIL.GT.MI GO TO 10










8 00 9 I=L,M
9 BIII=OBLEIBIIII-OELTA*OBLEIAII,Kll
10 CONTlNUE









ISN 0080 1F(K.EQ.~1 GO TO 14
1SN 0082 00 13 I=l.M
[SN 0083 13 S=S+OBlElBl[) I*OBLEt8I111
1SN 0084 14 AI2,1I=S
15N 0085 IFIK.EQ.NI GO TO 16
C COMPONENTS OF X WH1CH Da NOT REOUCE THE EUCl1DEAN NORM
1SN 0087 00 15 [=l.N
1S"/ 0088 00 15 J=l.N
[SN 0089 1P=VPlJ I
[SN 0090 XI[PI=O.
1SN 0091 15 CONT 1NUE
ISN 0092 [FlK.EO.OI GO TO 20
C COMPUTATION OF X
I SN 0094 16 CONTINUE
[SN 0095 IP=VPlKI
ISN 0096 XlIPI=OBlElBIKII/OBlEIAIK.KII
JSN 0097 IFtK.EO.lI GO TO 21
ISN 0099 00 18 J=2.K
ISN 0100 l=K+2-J '"
[SN 0101 S=ßll-ll 0
ISN 0102 00 17 I=l.K I
[SN 0103 [P=VPlIl
ISN 0104 17 S=S-DBlElAll-1.III*OBlElXtIPII
[SN 0105 IP=VPll-11
[SN 0106 XlIPI=S/OBlElA(l-I,l-lll
[SN 0107 18 CONTHlUE
ISN 0108 GO TO 21
C ERROR CODE
[SN 0109 19 IER=IER-1
I SN 0110 20 [ER=IER-1
















C PROGRAMM BESCHREIBUNG NR. 320 VON G. W. SCHWEIMER
C***********************************************************************
C INVERSION OF THE PROOUCT MATRIX AITRANSPCSE01*A
C THE ~llTRIX A IS REOUCED TO AN UPPEQ. TRI ANGULAR MATRIX R BY
C HOUSEHCLDER TRANSFCR~ATICNS. THE REMAINING COMPUTATION IS STRAIGHT
C FORWARD.
C INPUT VARIABLES: N: NUMBER OF COLU~NS OF MATRIX A
C M: NUMBER OF ROWS OF MATRIX A, M >= N > 0
r: A: INPUT MATRIX IDESTROVEOI
C OUTPUT VARIABLES: IR: ERRCR CCDE
C IR=-2:MLTNORNLT1
C IR=-l RANK OF MATRIX A IS ZERO
C IR=O NO ERROR, RANK OF MATRIX A IS N
C IR>O RANK OF MATRIX A IS IR. THE INVERSE OF AIT1*A
C IS COMPUTEO CONSIDERING THE IR COLUMNS OF A INDICA-
C TED BV THE FIRST IR COMPONENTS OF IP
C A: TRI ANGULAR MATRIX R. R=AII,JI 1<=J=l,N
C 0: VECTOR OF LENGTH IN*IN+111/2, IT CONTAINS THE
C UPPER TRI ANGULAR PART OF THE INVERSE OF AITI*A
C IP: PERMUTATION VECTOR OF LENGTH N, ITS FIRST IR
C COMPONENTS CONTAIN THE LABELS OF THE USEFULL
C COLUMNS OF A, THE LAST COMPONENTS CONTAIN THE
C LABELS OF THE COLUMNS WHICH ARE LINEAR CONBINATIONS



















[SN 0018 4 CONTINUE
[SN 0019 IFIC.GT.O.1 GO TO 8
[SN 0021 IR:IR-1
ISN 0022 IF(K.GT.IRI GO TO 13
C SET UP THE PERMUTATION VECTOR IP ANO PERMUTE THE COlU'INS OF MA TR 1X A
ISN 0024 l=VP(K I
ISN 0025 00 5 J=K,IR
lSN 0026 5 VPI JI:VPIJ+ll
ISN 0021 VP IIR+ll=l
lSN 0028 00 7 1=1,'1
ISN 0029 C= AI I. KI
ISN 0030 00 6 J=K,JR
ISN 0031 6 Al I,JJ:A( I, J+lI
ISN 0032 7 AII,JR+lI=C
ISN 0033 GO TO 3
C ROTATION OF THE lOWER COlUMN FRAGMENTS OF A(KI
ISN 0034 8 00 9 J=K.IR
ISN 0035 C=A(K,J I
"I SN 0036 AIK,JI=AIIl,J1 "
lSN 0037 9 Alll,J1 =C
ISN 0038 S=AIK.KJ
I SN 0039 V=O.OO
IS N 0040 00 10 I=K.M
ISN 0041 U:D'llEI All ,KI IIS




I SN 0046 AIK,KI=-SlG
ISN 0041 IF(K.GE.IRI GO TO 13
ISN 0049 L=K+l
ISN 0050 00 12 J=l, IR
ISN 0051 S:V*OBlEIAIK,JII
ISN 0052 00 11 I:l,M
I SN 0053 11 S=S+IOßlEIAII,KII/S1GI*OBlEIAI1,JII
[SN 0054 T=lDBlEIA( K.JI I+SI/U
lSN 0055 AIK.JI=-S




































C END OF HOUSEHOlOER lOCP
13 IFIIR.EQ.OI GO TO 20

































C PROGRAMM BESCHREIBUNG ~R. 309 veN G. W. SCHWEIMER
c***********************************************************************
C MINIMISATION OF A FUNCTION FIXI OF ONE VARIABLE X
C CALLING SEOUENCE
C KE=O
C II21=MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS
C WIII=START VALUE OF X
C W{31=FIRST STEP SIZE
C W(4)=ABSOLUTE SEARCH ACCURACY
C W(5)=RELATIVE SEARCH Af.CURACY
C I WI21=FUNCTION VALUE FIXI AT X=Wlil
C QPTIONAL WRITE IIII,X.F
C CALL FITIIKE,I,WI




C KE = ERROR CODE: KE=O NO ERRORS, KE=
C Z MAXIMU~ NUMßER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS
C 3 ROUNOING ERRORS, PROBABLY BECAUSE BOTH W(4) AND W(5) ARE Ton SMALL
C THE WOR~ING FIELOS lAND WHAVE THE LENGTH 3 AND 11 RESPECTIVELY
C THEY CONTAIN ALL INFORMATION FOR THE CONTINUATION OF THE SEARCH
C THEREFORE A SEARCH WITHIN ANOTHER SEARCH (AN BE DONE JUST CHANGING
C THE WORKING FIELDS
C IF Z FUNCTION VALUES FI ANO FZ ARE KNOWN FOR X = Xl AND X2 RESPECTIVE
C LY WITH Xl NE XZ ENTER THE CAllING SEQUENCE AFTER DEFINING :
C KE = I; 1(1) = 3; W(6) = XI; W(7) = XZ; W(9) = Fl; WflO) = FZ AND
C Wll) = USERS CHOICE
C WORKING FIELD VARIABLES:
C 1(1): CURRENT NUM~ER CF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS
C 1121: MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS
C 1(3): MINIMUM POINTER, THE MINIMUM FUNCTION VALUEIS AT WI7+1(3)1
C Wll): CURRENT VALUE OF X
C WlZI: USER SUPPLIEO FUNCTION VAlUE
C Wf31: FIRST STEP SIZE
C WI4 AND 5): SEARCH ACCURACIES
C WI6, 7 AND B): Xl. XZ AND X3 wITH Xl < X2 < X3














































W191 =101 I 21
1 WIll=Wlll+WI31
GO TO 12
2 IFIVll1.GT.2.1 GO TO 3
VI 31 =0.
11 I 71 =1/ 111
IH 101=101121
IFIWI21.LE.WI911 GO TO 1
VI31 =-1.
IH 11 =11 161-11 I 3 I
GO TC 12
3 IFIVlll.GT.3.1 GO TC 5
WlSl=WllI
lI(lll=Wl21
CORDERING OF THE 3 FIRST VALUES OF X: 1/(61 < WI71 < WISI
00 4 J=I,3
K=7-MOOIJ,21
















































C SORT IN THE NEW VAlUES OF X AND F



























111 11 GO TO 15
IFIV(11.GE.Vl211 GC TO 16
IF IVI31.EO.0.1 GO TC 10








C PREDICTION OF THE POSITION OF THE MINIMUM
ISN 0089 11 Wlll={IWI91-WI1011/{WI61-WI111-1WI101-WIII11/1WI11-WIS111/1101161-
l\o11B1I
ISN 0090 Wtll=.5*IWI61+WIB1+lWtlll-WI911/1Wtll*tW{~I-WIBIIII
C TEST OF CONVERGENCE
ISN 0091 WI21=ABStWIII-WIJII
I SN non IFIWI21.LT.ABSlWI411.0R.WIZI.LT.ABSIWI51*wtJI11 GO TO 13
ISN 0094 12 Vlll=Vlll+l.
ISN 0095 RETURN
ISN 0096 13 KE=O
ISN 0097 14 II/=V(3)
ISN 0098 W{ 11 =\011 7+1 1/1
ISN 0099 WI21=WllO+IVl
ISN 0100 RETURN
ISN 0101 15 KE=KE+I
ISN 0102 16 KE=KE+l
ISN 0103 GO TO 14
ISN 0104 END '"""
c***********************************************************************
C PROGRAMM BESCHREI8UNG NR. 320 I/ON G. W. SCHWEIMER
c***********************************************************************
C CHISQUARE MINIMISING SUBROUTINE
C SOLVES THE NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM
C USI~G A LEAST SQUARES INTERPOLATION BETWEEN VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS
C OR THE EXACT GRADIENT OF THE FUNCTIONS
( (ALLEO SUBROUTINES: LILESQILINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM I
C I~VATAIINVERSICN CF AITRANSPOSEOI*Al
C FITll0NE DIMENSIONAL MINIMUM SEARCHI
r. CAlLING SEQUENCE
C KE=O
r. M=NUMBER OF FUNCTICNS. M GE N








































XIII=STARTING VALUES OF THE VARIABLES
1 EIII=ABSOLUTE SEARCH ACCURACIES FOR THE VARIABLES. EIl) NE 0
Wlll=FIRST STEP SIZE IN UNITS OF EIII. IF LE 1 W{11 = 100 BV FITEX
THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED STEP SIZE IS 2*Wlll
WI21=METHOD OF APPROXIMATION. 0 FOR LEAST SQUARES INTERPOLATION
1 FOR EXACT GRADIENT OF THE FUNCTION5
IWll'=NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE REMEMBEREO. IF LE N IWIll = N+L
IWI21=MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS. IF EQ 0 IW121=2IWll1




FII,=FUNCTION VALUES AT THE POINT X
IFIW{ZI.EQ.O.1 GO TO 3




IFIKE.EQ.l1 GO TO 2
WI31=ERROR RENORMALISATION FACTOR
W(4)=MINI~UM OUADRATIC SUM OF THE FII)
X=MINIMUM POINT
F=FUNCTIONS AT THE MINIMUM POINT
KE=ERROR CODE KE=O: WITHOUT ERRORS
KE=2: USER INTERRUPT
KE=3: MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS
KE=4: ROUNDING ERRORS
KE=5: THE FUNCTIONS 00 NOT DEPENT ON XlIWI411
KE=6: USELESS VARIABLES IN THE PREPARATORV CALLS,
THE LABELS OF THE VARIABLES ARE IW131.IW141
KE=7: M LT N OR N LT 0 OP WI21*IW(2)-1.1 NE 0
WI4+I'=STANDARO ERRORS OF THE VARIABLES
WI4+N+II=ERROR ENHANCEMENTS
WI4+N+N+I+IJ*IJ-lll/21=ERROR CORRELATION BETWEEN XIII AND XIJI I<J
IW131: NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS




























C WORKING FIELD: 11'1: LENGTH 4+K wlTH K = IWll1
C W: LENGTH 4+HAX(14,(N*IN+51)/21+IH+N+1)*IK+ll+M*N
C ADRESSES IN 11'1
C 4+L: LABELS OF THE CUADRATlC SU,,"S
C ADRESSES IN W
r 4+1: STANDARD ERROR OF XIII
C 4+N+I: EqROR ENHANCEMENT FOR XIII
C FROH 4+N+N+l: ~ATRIX 0 AND ERROR CORRElATIONS
C FROH JS+l MATRIX S; JS = 4+MAXOI14,{N*IN+51)/Z)
C FROH JA+1: MATRIX A WITH JA = JS+IM+N+ll*IK+l1
C THE WORKING FIELDS CONTAIN ALL INFORMATION FOR THE CONTINUATION OF
C THE SEARCH. THIS AlLOWS A SEARCH WITHIN ANOTHER SEARCH JUST CHANGING
r. THE WORKING FIELDS
C***********************************************************************
SUAROUTINE FITEXIKE,M.N.IW,F,X.E.WI
DIMENSION FIMI ,XINI ,EINI ,will ,IWIl I
DOUBLE PRECISION S.T.U.V,EPSf1.D-5f
EQUIVAlENCEIA,IRI



















IFIKE.EC.21 GO TO 52
IFIH.LT.N.OR.N.LT.1.OR.kI21*IWI21-1.).NE.0.1 GO TO 57



































IFIWI41.lT.WIJIII GO TC 4
3 CONT INU E
C ONE OIMENSIONAl SEARCH IS NECESSARY
GO TO 37
4 IFIIWI21.EQ.0•• ANO.I.GT.MAXOIN+I,KVII.OR.IWI2).EO.I •• ANO.I.GT.II)
1 GO TO 37




IFII2.EO.01 GO TO 6







00 7 [: I, N
Jl=Jl+l





IFIIWI31.GE.IWI211 GO TO 53
IFIN.EQ.l1 GO TO 42


































C PREPARATORY FUNCT10N EVAlUATIGNS
MF=IWI31

























C END CF PREPARATORY fUNCTION EVALUATIONS
C SUM OF INVERSES OF THE QUADRAT1C SUMS
15 S=O.OO
00 16 L=l.KV




C CENTRE OF THE VARIABLES ANO,FUNCTIONS
ISN 0108 Il=M+N
ISN 010'1 00 18 1=1,11
ISN 0110 Jl=JS
ISN 0111 S=O.OO
I SN 0112 00 17 L=I.KV
ISN 0113 T=WIJl+LHI
ISN 0114 S=S+WIJl+II/IT*Tl
ISN 0115 17 Jl=Jl+LH
I SN 0116 18 WIJ3+II=S*WIJAI
ISN 0117 IFIKE.NE.l1 GO TO 60
ISN 0119 IF(WI21.EQ.0.l GO TO 20
ISN 0121 .11 =JA-M-l
I SN 0122 00 19 l=l.M
ISN 0123 19 1/1 J 1H I =F t I I
ISN 0124 GO TO 23 '"C MATRIX A '"
ISN 0125 20 Jl=JA
I SN 0126 00 22 l=l.N
(SN 0127 U=WIJ3+[1




ISN 0132 T=I/I J3+N+J I
ISN 0133 00 21 L=l,KV
J SN 01"34 V=wt J2+LMI
ISN 0135 S=S+IWIJ2+N+JI-TI*tl/IJ2+II-UI/IV*VI
ISN 0136 21 J2=J2+LM
ISN 0137 22 Wl Jl I=S*WtJAI
ISN 0138 IF1KE.NE.l1 GO TO 62
C LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM
ISN 0140 23 CALL LILESQIM,N.IR,W1JA+II,WIJA-MI,WI51,WIN+511
ISN 0141 IFIIRl 54,24,35
C MATRIX 0
ISN 0142 24 H=JO
ISN 0143 00 26 1=1. N
ISN 0144 T=WIJ3HI





lSN 0150 DA 25 l=l,KV
ISN 0151 V=W I J2+lM I
ISN 0152 S=S+IWIJ2+II-TI*IWIJ2+JI-UI/IV*VI
ISN 0153 25 J2=J2+lM
ISN 0154 26 \oll JlI =S*W( JA)
C NEW VARIABLES
ISN 0155 IFIWI21.EQ.0.) GO TO 28
ISN 0157 DA 27 1=1, N '"ISN 0158 27 XII)=wIJM+II-WII+4) w
ISN 0159 GO TO 31




ISN 0164 00 29 J=l.N
ISN 0165 J1 =J1+I2
ISN 0166 IFlJ.GE.11 12=J
ISN 0168 29 S=S+WIJ11*WlJ+4)
ISN 0169 30 Xl 11=1011 J3+I l-S
C TEST OF CONVERGENCE
I SN 0170 31 A=O.
ISN 0171, ob 32 1=1. N
ISN 0172 WIl+41=X{I)-WIJM+II
ISN0173 32 A~AMAX1{A.ABSlWII+41/EII»)1
I SN 0174 IFIA.LT.1.1 GO TO 50
ISN 0 l76 1101(4)=0
ISN 0177 101(3)=1.
[SN 0178 IFIA.lT.2.*W(111 GO TO 33
C STEP SIZE LIMITATION
ISN 0180 IW(4)=1
ISN 0181 W(3) =2.*WI ll/A
ISN 0182 33 00 34 1=1."1
ISN 0183 34 XII)=wIJM+I)+WI3)*kII+4)
ISN 0184 GO TO 100
C RANOOM PREOICTION




ISN 0189 GO Ta 100
C ONE DIMENSIONAL SEARCH
ISN 0190 37 IFIN.EQ.11 GO TC 43
ISN 0192 IFIIWI31.GE.IW(2)) GO TO 53
I SN 0194 IF(IWI41.EQ.21 GO TC 3q
ISN 0196 IW141=2
ISN 01 q7 00 38 1=1, N '"...










ISN 0208 WI16 I=WI JM+UO
ISN 0209 W(17)=WI41
ISN 0210 GO TO 40
I SN 0211 39 W(9)=WI41
ISN 0212 CAll FI Tli KE.ld51 .kI81.
ISN 0213 40 00 41 l=l,N
ISN 0214 4) XIII=WIJM+IJ+WI81.WtJ3+l1
ISN 0215 IFtKE.EC.31 KE=Z
ISN 0217 IFIKE.EC.2) GO Ta 53
ISN 0219 KE= 1
lSN 0220 WI31="18'

































C ONLY ONE VARIA8LE X
















IFIWI61.NE.0.1 GO TO 14





C END OF SEARCH
50 KE =0
IFIWI41.EQ.0•• OR.[WI21.LT.01 GO TO 100
GO TO 52











1SN 0260 TFIKE*IKE-31.NE.O.OR.IKE~EQ.3. ANO. [wI21.EQ.l •• OR. IWl3I. EQ.O •• ANO.
lIWl31.LE.N"'1 GO TO 74
C COMPUTATION CF THE ERRCRS CF THE VARIABLES
C RESTORE MATRIX G
ISN 0262 IFIWI21.EQ.0.I GO TO 15
ISN 0264 Jl=JA
ISN 0265 11 =N+l
ISN 0266 00 45 1=2,11
ISr..1 0267 IFlI.GT.MI GO TO 45
ISN 0269 00 44 J=I,'"
ISN 0270 44 WIJl +J I =0.
[SN 0271 45 Jl=Jl+M
I SN 0272 00 49 1=I,N
I SN 0273 DA 46 11=1,111 '"a>
ISN 0274 A=WI4+N+1l1
1SN 0275 IFIIR.EQ.II GO TO 47
·ISN 0277 46 CONTlNUE
I SN 0278 47 IF(ll.EQ.l1 GO TO 49
1SN 0280 Jl=JA+M*( 1-1 I
I SN 0281 J2=JA+M*( 11-1 I
ISN 0282 WI4+N+lll=W(4+N+IJ
ISN 0283 00 411 J=I,N
ISN 0784 A=W( Jl+JI
ISN 0285 WIJl+JI=W(J2+JI
IS/II 07.86 48 WIJ2+JI=A
ISN 0287 49 CONTINUE
ISN 0288 GO TO 66
C INVERSE OF MATRIX 0
ISN 0289 60 T=SQRTIWIJAII
ISN 0290 Jl=JA
ISN 0291 00 61 1=I,N
ISN 0292 S=WIJ3+11
IS N 0293 J2=JS+I-LM






































C MATRIX G = A*INVERSE CF 0
62 00 65 L=I,M
Jl=L+JA-M
00 64 1=I,N






63 S=S+W I I lI*OBLE IwtJ l+J*M I J
64 XI I I =S
00 65 J=I,N
65 WIJl+J*MI=XIJI








C STANDARD ERRORS AND ERROR CORRELATIONS
CAll INVATAIM,N,IR,WIJA+l1,WIJO+II,xl










C ERROR RENORMAllSATICN FACTCR
ISN 0331 71 S=O.OO
ISN 0332 00 72 1=1.14
ISN 0333 72 S=S+WIJM+N+I I
ISN 0334 WI31=DSORTfDABSIWIJM+lMI-S*S/MI/MAXOIM-N-I.111
ISN 0335 00 73 1=I,N
ISN 0336 73 W{I+41=WII+41*W{31
C RESTORE OPTIMUM VAlUES TO X ANO F
I SN 0337 74 !Wf41=M-N-l
ISN 0338 IF 1 I KE-51* I KE-61. NE.OI GO TO 75
ISN 0340 1101 131=J-2
ISN 0341 IW{41=MF-l
ISN 0342 75 00 76 I=l,N
ISN 0343 76 X1I I =,ll JM+ Il
ISN 0344 00 77 1=1,14
ISN 0345 77 FIII=WIJM+N+II
ISN 0346 Wf41=WIJM+LMI




















I~TEGRATION DURCH FORT"ESETZTE HALBIERUNG. RO~ßERG-VfRFAHREN


















































































INTERVAllNUMMER: 1, 3, 5, ••• , 2**IPI7)-1.)-1.
SUMME DER STUETZWERTE IN EINER HAI.ßIERUNG
BIS P(25) INTEGRALWERTE NACH DER TRAPEZ- IPlll1),SIMPSON- IPI12







IS"J 0034 "1= PI 71




[SN 00~9 9 E=4.*E
I SN 0040 PI41=PIN+I0J
ISN 0041 IFlPl41 )11,10,11
[SN 0042 Ir) F=ABS( PI"l+9) I
I SN 0043 (;0 TO 12
ISN 0044 11 F=ABSIIPIN+91- o 141 I/P(4) I
ISN 0045 12 IFIE-ABS(P(511115,15.13 ...0
ISN 0046 13 IFIN-15)5,14,14 I
ISN 0047 14 KE=4
ISN 0048 PISI=E
[SN 0049 GO TO 16
I SN OOSr) IS KE=3
[C:;N 0051 16 RFTURN
ISN 0052 END
POGYNA
new folding model package, replacing POGA (page 117)












C-----BELIEBIGE WECHSELWIRKUNG IN FXV BERECHNET
C-----MIT DICHTE-ABHAENGIGKEIT
C-----NEUTRONEN- UND PROTO~ENVERTEILUNG VERSCHIEDEN




C-----REALTEIL : NORMIERUNG = PI4l
C CUT-OFF = Pile)
C GAMMA = PI6}
C-----IMAGINAERTEIL P17l, P181, PI9l
C OBERFLAECHE PIIOI. PIllI, PIlZ}
C-----COULO~B VC UND VD


































































2 IFIN-2 I 3,4,4
3 AHI3=P(31**(1.DO/3.DOI












AKO=PI 15 I*P 16 I
AMO=IFGA-PI1511*PI61
NC2=H*ZO.


















































C-----NOR~IERUNG DER NEUTRONEN- UND PROTONENVERTEILUNG




































































































IF fKE(15J.EQ.01 GO TO 77
CALL COULPO(Z.P.R.VC.VDI
GO, TO 19









































IFIJ.EO.OI GO TO 213
VCC=UCIJI+X*IUCIJ+11-UCIJI I









. VDD=I UCI21-UCI1l I*HD
150 Fl=PIS*PI4 I























ISN 0166 311 RETURN
C I'''AGINAERTEIL VOLUMEN
ISN 0167 ISO SS=R-PISI*AHI3
ISN OlM A=PI 9 I
ISN 0169 Y=1.00/11.00+0EXPISS/AI)
ISN 0170 Z=V*V*Y*OEXPISS/AI*I-2.00/AI
I SN 0171 v=v*v
I SN 0172 PI I 1l=-P(71*V
ISN 0173 PIl21=-P(7I*Z ...'"C OBERFLAECHENABSORPTION I
ISN 0174 WO=!>llOI
ISN 0175 IFIWOI 110.111,110
ISN 0176 110 SS=R-!>IIII*AHI3
ISN 0177 A=P1l21
ISN 017S VI=I.OO/(1.00+0EXPISS/AII
ISN 0179 V2=OEXP I SSI Al
ISN 01S0 Y=Yl**3*V2*1-2.DO/AI
ISN 0181 Z=Vl**4*V2*Y2*6.00/IA**ZI-vl**3*V2*Z.DO/IA**ZI
I SN 0182 PIlll=PIlll+4.DO*WO*V*A
ISN 0183 PIIZI=PI(21+4.00*WO*Z*A


























































































































































































































































5 IF lNF.LE.51 GO TO 4
RHOC=12fI4.00*oJ*SI411
WRITE 16,60021 RHOC
6002 FOR~AT 111' PENSITY CHARGE = ',1 0 015.51
C-----DROTQNENVERTEILUNG


















24 IF INF.LE.51 GO TO 23














































31 IF lKEllll.EO.ll WRITE16.60031




















35 IF IKEI151.EQ.ll DC=DEN2ICP,SI*RHOC
WI!l=OM
WI r.NS I =DN
WII.2*NSI=DP
wlr·3*NSI=DC
91 IF lKEllll.EO.ll WRlTE 1f:,60111 R.DM,ON.Op.DC
100 CO~ITINUE
6011 FnR"IAT I' ',OPFI0.3.5X,411PDI2.4,5XII
IF tIKEI121.EQ.01.AND.lKEI141.EQ.011 GO TO 203
KM"I=MODIKEI141.10001/100



































I F I I I K E I 17 1• EQ. 1) • AN D. I I. GT• 111• AND. I • NO T. I I KE I 15 J• EQ. 1 I • AND. 11. E
1 Q.41J 11 GO TO 110
CAll MOHENTIND,W,H,NS,RMSI
IF 1I.EO.l1 WRITE (6,63001
6300 FORMAT 1111' MATTER DENSITY'l
IF II.EO.21 WRITE 16,63011
6301 FORMAT 1111' NEUTRON DENSITY'I
IF II.EO.31 WRIT~ 16,630Z)
63~Z FORMAT 1//1' PROTON DENSlTY' 1
IF II.EQ.41 WRITE 16,63031
630~FORMAT 111/' CHAPGE DENSITY'I
WRITE 16,650lJ IRMSIJ1,J=l,3), IRMSIJI,J=5,10J
6501 FORMAT {I' K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -Z, -I, •••• +5. +6'
1 19tFIZ.5,2XI'
\lPITE [6,650Z' RMSI41
650Z FORMAT 1/' VOIUME = '.lPD12.5J
IF IIKMM.GT.OI.AND.II.EQ.lll \lRITE 18,70011 RMS







IF IKDM.GT.O.OP.KON.GT.OI WRITE17.70011 {\lIII,I=IWS,IWPI
IWS=IWP+l
Iwo=IWP+NS
IF I!(DN.GT.OIWRITE 11,70011 IWIIl,I=IWS,IWPI



































































6 IF IKEI91.EQ.l1 WRITE16.60001


















































TFlKEIISI.EQ.OI GO TO 3
CAlL COULPOl2,P,R,VC,VDl
GO TO I







WI I+NSI =PI 111
IF lKEI91.EQ.II WRITEl6,61001 R.PRlll.PRl21.PIll1.VC
2 CONTINUE
6100 FORMATl' ·,OPF15.3,5X,41IP015.7.5XII
6300 FORMAT (1//' REAL POTENTIAl'l
31 KMR=MOOIKEI14I,10)





6001 FORM~T 1//' K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2. -1 ••••• +5. +6·/9IFI2.5.2XII
VOL=R~SI41/IPI31*NA21
WRITE 16.60021 RMSI41.VOl
6002 FORM~T 1/' VOlUME = ',IPOI2.5,' PER NUClEON PAIR = ',IPD12.51
IF IKMR.GT.OI WRITE 18,70011 RMS
6400 FORMAT 1///' IMAGINARY POTENTIAl'l
32 KMI=MODlKE1141,1001/10







IF IKMI.GT.OI WRITE 18,70011 RMS
















IF (KPR.GT.OI WRITE 17,70011 IWlll,I=IW5,IWPI
IWP=IWP+NS







new folding model package with FB-option, replacing












C-----BELIEBIGE WECHSELWIRKUNG I~ FXV BERECHNET
C-----MIT DICHTE-ABHAENGIGKEIT
C-----FOURIER-ßESSEL-DICHTEN
C-----NEUTRONfN- UND PROTON~NVERTEILUNG VERSCHIEDEN




C-----REALTEIl : NORMIERUNG = P(4)
C CUT-OFF = PI391
C GAMMA = Pl~l
C-----IMAG[NAERTEIL PH), PI8 •• Pl91
C OBERFlAECHE PIIOI, PlilI, PIIZI
C-----COUlOMB VC UND VD


















ISN 0010 REhL*8 PJ/3.141592653599793DOI,FA/.5DOI,FGA/1.DOI
TSN 0011 COMMON IINPTI KEt421.~I.INII001
ISN 0012 CO'lMON IIFlTl IAI301.NC,ID
ISN 0013 COMMON ICONI VNEG
I SN 0014 OATA NCI/01.NC3/01
ISN 0015 IF lN I 2.1,2
ISN 0016 1 N=49
ISN 0017 NP=N
ISN 0018 IF ItKEI161.NE.81.0R.IKE(17).EQ.011 N=l
ISN 0020 RETURN
TSN 0021 2 IFIN-21 3,4.4
ISN 0022 3 AH13=PI31**t1.DO/3.DOJ
TSN 0023 NC4=Pt3 J
ISN 0024 NF=INI81
ISN 0025 IO=IAI NFI
ISN 0026 1F t 10. EQ. NP I 10=1 AINF-ll '"I SN 0028 IF [KEI181.LT.3J GO TO 113 -<
TSN 0030 I OW= 10
ISN 0031 RCTFW=PI29J
ISN 0032 00 111 1=1.NF
I SN 0033 IF IIAIII.GT.281 GO TO 112
ISN 0035 111 CONTINUE
ISN 00:6 112 IO=IAI1-11
I SN 0037 IUW=30
I SN 0038 IF (lO.LT.141 10=28
lSN 0040 113 IF IKEI15J.EQ.OJ GO TO 66
ISN 0042 CALL COUlPOll,D.R,VC.VO)
TSN 0043 GO TO 9
ISN 0044 66 R=Pt21 *AH13
ISN 0045 A=1.43985*PINP+41/R
ISN 0046 V2=-.5*AI tR*RI
ISN 0047 VO=A-R*R*V2
ISN 0048 PCR=R
ISN 004Cl Cl R=Plll




















































C-----NORMIERUNG DER NEUTRONEN- UNO PROTONENVERTEILUNG













































































































































IF IKEI151.EQ.OI GO TO 77
CAll COULPOI2. D ,R,VC.VDJ
GO TO 19








IFIJ.EQ.[SMI GO TO 211
IFIJ.EQ.OI GO TO 213
vCC=UCIJI+x*IUCIJ+1l-UCIJIJ
IFIJ.EQ.11 GO TO 212
VDD=IUC(J+11-UCIJ-111*H12
GO TO 150
























































































































IF lR.GE.RCTFWI GO TO 391









































































DIMENSION ROOl 21 ,Fl2S1 ,Pl21
REAL*8 PI/3.141S926S35B9793DOI
DA TA NC 1/01
COMMON IINPTI KEI421.WI,INIIOOI
NC2=WI (3) +.2









ISN 0018 100 CALL FORHADII<.Fl
ISN 0019 GO TO f110.!10.120.1201. K
I SN 0020 110 FI41=FI31*FI31*DENSPfP.FI
ISN 0021 NF=NF·1
ISN 0022 GO TO 100




ISN 0028 10 ROOf21=RH02




























I SN 0002 FUNCTION DEFBIP,SI
ISN 0003 IMPllCIT REAl*9 IA-H,O-ZI
ISN 0004 REAl*4 011110001
(SN 0005 REAl*3 PI/3.1415926535B9793001
ISN 0006 DIMENSION PI2I,SIZ)
IS"J 0007 (OMMON IINPT/KEI421.WI,INII001
TSN 0008 oEFB=O.oO
ISN 0009 R=S131
ISN 0010 ·IF (R.GT.PI13)1 RETURN
I SN 0012 RCTF=Ptl3)
ISN 0013 PI141=0.00
ISN 0014 00 50 1=15.28
ISN 0015 II =1-13
ISN 0016 PI 141 =P 1141 +P I I 1*1-1.00 I** II 11 1**2
ISN 0017 50 CONTlNUE
TSN 0018 SYFB=O.OO
JSN 0019 00 100 1=14,2B
'"(SN 0020 IX=I-13 '"
I SN 0021 TF I RI 10,10.20
TSN 0022 10 SYFR=SYF~+PIII
TSN 0023 GO TO 100
ISN 0024 20 YFB=PI*R*IX/RCTF
ISN 0025 SYFB=SYFB+PIII*OSINIYFBI/YFB











































DT"4 ENS I ON P 12 J ,W (2 I , V ARM 130 , 30 I , S I 30 I , 0 I 2 I , CP I '2, 20 I • R0 ('11 2 I
DIMENSION RMSII01

















nn 2 1= 1. NC
ep (2. I I=WI INW+I I
2 CONTPWE
Nw=NW +"1 II NW I +1 • ,
















































5 l~ INF.LE.51 GO TO 4
RHOC~Z2/14.00*?J*S(4)1
WRITE 16.60021 RHOC
6002 FORMAT 111' OENSITY CHARGE = ',lP015.5l
C-----PROTONENVERTE1LUNG


















24 IF INF.U:.5J so ''1 23
ROOIl)=Dllllr4.!'11*PJ*SI411
WPIT~ 16.60041 ROD









00 25 I = 1, "'F
TF 1IAI11.GT.I3) GO TO 76
'"...
I SN 0080 25 CflNTINlJE
ISN 0081 26 IlJ=IAIII
ISN 0092 II=I-l
15"1 0083 ru I = lU-I
JSN 0084 IU2=IU-14
ISN aOfl5 IF "<EI 18) .l T.') GO TO 30
I SN 001'7 DO 8 I=l.NF
ISN 00S8 IF I lAI 1I.GT.281 GO TO 9
1SN 0090 'l CONT1NlJE
1SN 0091 9 IO=IAI1-11
I S~J 0092 30 IF IKEIlll.EQ.11 WRITE 16.6001)
ISN 0094 6001 FOR"iAT 11/1' ',7X.'R'.llX.'~ATTER'.10X.'NEUTRONS'.11X,'ERROR',
1 QX.'ERROP PERC',8X.·PROTONS',lOX.'CHARGE')
ISN 0095 " P =-H




I5N 0100 op=o. Cl>Cl>
ISN 0101 OC=O.
I5N 0102 CRR=O.





15"1 0108 IF (1~.L T.PHCI JC =OC I(
15"1 Oll/) K!:17=KE 117 1
I SN 0111 GO TO 134.351. KE17
ISN0112 34 D~=DENSIP.51*ROOIIJ+DEFSIP.SI
ISN 0113 GO T'1 36
15N 0114 35 DN=DENS(P.SI*ROO(11+DEF8IP.SI
ISN 0115 DP=DENSPIP.51*ROOI21
ISN 0116 O"1=DN+OP
I S'J 0117 36 IF I KE (15 1• EQ. 1 1 DC=DEN2ICP.SI*RHOC
I SN Oll q \oll I I =OM
rSN 0120 \oIII+2*NSI:DN












































59 DO 60 J=IU.IO
.I I = .I-I U 1
J:'=JI+IU2












90 IF IKElllJ.EQ.lI WRITE 16,(019) R,DM.DN.wlI+NSI.ERR.OP.OC
100 CONTINUF.
6010 FORMAT I' '.OPFlO.3.5X.6IlPDI2.4,5XlI







I F I I IKEil 7 I • EQ. 11 • .liND. I I • GT• 11 ) • ANO. I • NO T. I I KEI 15) • EQ. 11 • ANO. I I. E
I 0.4)111 GO TO 110
CALL MOMENTINO,W,H,NS,RMSI
IF II.EQ.ll HRITE 16,63001
6300 FORMAT 1111' MATTER DENSITV')
IF II.EI'J.2) WRlTE 16.63011


































1E 11.~O.31 WRITE 16,63021
6302 FORMAT (///, PPOTON OENSITY'I
1F 11.EQ.41 WRITE 16,63031
6303 FOR~AT 1/11' CHARGE DENSITY'I
WRIrE 16, 6501 I 1RM S{J 1, J =1. 31. ll~ MSI J I , J =5.10 I
6501 FORMAT 1/' K-TH "''JMENT FOR K = -2, -I, ••• , +5, +6'
1 191F12.5,2XII
WRITE 16,650Z1 R~S141
6502 FORMAT 1/' VOLUME = ',11'012.51
1F IIKMM.GT.OI.~NO.II.EO.111 WR1TE 18,70011 RMS
IF IIKMN.GT.OI.A'J0.II.EQ.211 WRITF 18,70011 RMS




6503 FORMAT 1/' ERRaRS OF K-TH ,",OMEt\!T Fe!' K = -2, -I, ••• ,+5. +6'
1 /911P01Z.5.ZXJI
6504 FOPMAT 1/' ~RRQR VOLU~E = ',lPOIZ.SI
109 IF IIKMM.GT.OI.ANO.II.EQ.ll} WRITE 18,70011 RMS







rF IKOM.GT.o.nR.KoN.GT.OI Wll.ITEI7.70011 IWI!I.r=IWS,IWPI
1WS= 1WP+1
IWP=IWP+NS
I F 1KON • GT .0 I WR IT E 1r. 70011 1W1I I • I =! WS. I WP I

































































IF IKEI151.EQ.ll GO TO 6
R=PI21*AH13
1\.=1.43985*PINP+41/R










IF lIAlll.GT.291 GO TO 12
11 CONTINUE
::
ISN 0043 12 IUW=IAI I I
1SN 0044 1Ul W=I UH-1
ISN 0045 1U2W= IUW-30
15" 0046 IIW=I-1
ISN 0047 . ~ IF IKEI91.EQ.l1 WRITE 16,60101J.~
ISN 0049 6010 FOP"4AT 11/ I' , • 7X• ' R' • 8 X. • REAL' • 7X.
1 'REAL.COULQMB',3X.'I"4AGINARY',5X,"'ERROR IMAG',4X,'ERROP PERC',
2 4X,'COULO"4B'1
ISN 0050 R=-H
ISN 0051 Da 2 l=l,NS
ISN 0052 R=R.H
ISN 0053 P{11=R




ISN 0058 DV=O.DO "'"ISN 0059 DVk=O.DO
ISN 0060 CALL POTEIP,PR,PI,NPl
ISN 0061 IF{KEI151.EQ.OI GO TO 3
ISN 0063 CALl COULPOI2.P.R,VC.VDI
ISN 0064 GO TO 1
ISN 0065 3 IF {R-PI21*AH131 4,5.5
(SN 0066 4 VC=VO+R*R*V2
ISN 0067 GO TO 1
ISN 0068 5 VC=1.43985*PINP.41/R
I SN "0069 1 PRI21=PRlll
1SN 0070 PRllJ =PRI lJ -VC
JSN 0071 WI lI=PR 111
I SN 0072 WI HNS) =PIlll
ISN 0073 IF IKEtI81.LT.31 GO TO 81
I SN 0075 IF IR.GE.RCTFW21 GO TO 81
ISN 0077 00 ISO K=IUW.IOW
ISN 0078 Il=K-IUIW
ISN 0079 I2=IlHU2W

















































81 IF IKEI91.EQ.11 WRITE 16.6110IR,PRl11,PRIZI,PlI11
1 .WII+Z*NSI.OVW.VC
Z CONTINUE
6110 FORMAT I' ',OPF10.3.ZX.611POIZ.4,ZXII
6300 FORMAT 1111' REAL POTENTIAl'l
31 KMR=MOOIKEI141,10)





6001 FOR~AT 111' K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2. -1 ••••• +5. +6'/9IF12.5.ZXIl
VOL=RMS(41/IPI31*NAZI
WRITE 16,600ZI RMSI41.vOl
600Z FORMAT 1/' VOlUME = ',lPOIZ.5,' PER NUClEON PAIR = ',lPOIZ.51
IF IKMR.GT.OI WRITE 18.70011 RMS




6501 FORMAT 111' ERRORS OF K-TH MOME~T FOR K = -Z. -1 • ••• • +5. +6'
1 1911P012.5,2XII
WRITE 16.650ZI RMSI41.VOl
6502 FORMAT 1/' ERROR VOLUME = ',lPOIZ.5,' PER NUCLEON PAIR = "
1 IP012.51
IF IKMR.GT.OI WRITE (8.10011 RMS







































IFIKEI181.LT.31 GO TO 30
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